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Important Notice
Fonts will not be supplied with this artwork. The client or the 
client’s third party supplier is responsible for ensuring that it 
has obtained all fonts and necessary licences. All special 
colours specified are from the Pantone matching system unless 
otherwise stated. The colours on this printout are not accurate 
and are intended to be used as a guide only, do not use for 
matching purposes unless otherwise stated. This artwork file is 
repro ready, but does not contain important  information such 
as trap/grip/choke etc, these need to be applied by a 
reprographics specialist. Whilst every effort is made to ensure 
the accuracy of the text in this artwork, Design Bridge cannot 
accept responsibility for any errors or omissions. © Design 
Bridge 2015. All intellectual property reserved. Pending 
payment of full contract price. See terms and conditions.
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WHAT DOES
SAVE THE CHILDREN BELIEVE?

HOW DOES  
SAVE THE CHILDREN HELP?

There are a lot of charities out there. Naturally you want  
to choose one that stands for the same things you do.  
Save the Children believes every child deserves a future.  
Every last child.

But here’s the problem:  Too many children in the U.S. and 
around the world aren’t getting what they deserve. They’re 
dying from preventable causes, denied an education, forced  
to flee violence and worse. 

The world’s children deserve better.

The first global movement for children, we continue to lead 
the way – from lifesaving care for at-risk newborns, to early 
education in rural  America, to protecting the rights of  
child refugees.  

We roll up our sleeves and raise our voices – every day and 
in times of crisis – to give all children the chance to grow up 
healthy, learning and safe. Whatever it takes. 
 
But we can’t do it without you.

– Eglantyne Jebb, Save the Children founder, 1919

Humanity owes the child 
the best it has to give.”

“

A healthy  
start in life

The opportunity 
to learn

Protection 
from harm
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WHY
SAVE THE CHILDREN?

So you’re thinking about  
doing some good by  
supporting a cause worth  
caring about – and you  
have some questions?  
We have answers.
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WHY SUPPORT SAVE THE CHILDREN?

OUR PROMISE OUR RESULTS

OUR WORLD

Where we work

When supporters like you give to Save the Children – whether it’s a little or a lot – you’ll know you’re making a profound  
difference. We promise to prove it every day – ensuring 86% of every dollar goes straight to helping children, by the millions,  
in the U.S. and all around the world.  What’s more, charity watch groups consistently give us top ratings for our efficiency,  
effectiveness and accountability.

So you can feel great about doing good.

501 Kings Highway East,
Suite 400
Fairfield, CT 06825

899 North Capital Street, NE 
Suite 900
Washington, DC 20002

Save the Children believes every child deserves a future. In the 
United States and around the world, we give children a healthy start 
in life, the opportunity to learn and protection from harm. We do 
whatever it takes for children – every day and in times of crisis – 
transforming their lives and the future we share.

HOW CAN I HELP?
There are endless ways to do good by helping 

children – explore what works best for you!

email: getinvolved@savechildren.org


